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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

03/28/2024
2:14:00 AM  Officer conducted security checks. IS

2:24:00 AM  Officers observed a vehicle with its alarm going off at the location. Vehicle owner stated that he didn't know why the alarm 
was going off. The vehicle owner left the area on foot. IS

2:36:00 AM  Officer conducted extra patrols. IS

3:04:00 AM  Officers enforced parking regulations. IS

6:17:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS conducted an ambulance transfer. IS

7:45:00 AM  Anonymous complainant of a light brown dog running at large, CSO responded and dog was not located. pam

7:11:00 AM  CSO completed home security checks. pam

8:16:00 AM  Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. apm

8:20:00 AM  Officer observed a disabled semi blocking turning lane, officer stood by until semi was able to be moved. pam

9:00:00 AM  e911 complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported patient. pam

11:17:00 AM  Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:22:00 AM   Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:57:00 AM  Traffic stop for red light violation, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. Driver was also issued a verbal warning 
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for driver side break light. pam

11:52:00 AM  Community Policing. pam

11:58:00 AM  911 text message received from phone number, call back and text message sent with no answer. Officers responded contact 
was made with parent who advised of misdial. pam

12:39:00 PM  Complainant reported a fire alarm coming from the boiler room. Platteville Fire Department and officers responded, it was 
determine it was a malfunction. pam

1:01:00 PM  Complainant reported two semis stuck, blocking traffic and vehicles operating the wrong way. Officers responded and assisted 
semi drivers with traffic control while semi was removed. pam

1:20:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

2:25:00 PM  Complainant requested Salvation Army, due to criminal history assistance was denied. pam

5:05:00 PM  Officer conducted community policing at the park, for baseball and softball games. acd.

5:30:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was given a verbal warning for speed. acd.

5:37:00 PM  Complainant spoke with an officer on the phone, and requested Salvation Army assistance in the form of lodging. The request 
was denied. acd.

5:55:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was given a verbal warning for a red light violation. acd.

6:32:00 PM
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03/28/2024
 Traffic stop on Business Hwy 151 at this location. Driver was issued a written warning for speed. acd.

7:58:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was issued a written warning for a defective driver side headlight, with a fix date of 4/11/2024. acd.

7:25:00 PM  Complainant stated two male individuals were walking through the back yards with a shotgun. Officers responded and 
checked the area. Contact was made with an individual who stated a steer had gotten loose from his nearby farm, and he was 
trying to locate the animal. The gun was a tranquilizer. acd.

8:11:00 PM  Traffic stop on Business Hwy 151 at this location. Driver was issued a written warning for illegal headlight color, with a fix 
date of 4/11/2024. acd.

03/29/2024
12:01:00 AM  Officers conducted a foot patrol. IS

12:03:00 AM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for driving down the wrong way of a one way street. The driver was issued a verbal warning. 
IS

12:13:00 AM  Officer observed an individual with an open intoxicant. The individual was issued a verbal warning. IS

12:22:00 AM  Officers conducted tavern checks. IS

12:28:00 AM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for driving down the wrong way of a one way street. Driver was arrested for OMVI. The 
driver was also cited for being underage in a tavern. One passenger was cited for underage consumption of alcohol. IS

2:26:00 AM  Officer observed an individual passed out on the ground. Officer gave the individual a ride to their residence. The individual 
was cited for public intoxication. IS
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3:52:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS conducted an ambulance transfer. IS

9:49:00 AM  Complainant reported a brown dog running at large. Officer responded, dog was not located. pam
Shortly after a second call was received. Officer responded and dog was taken to Grant County Humane Society. pam

10:40:00 AM  Extra patrol. pam

11:00:00 AM Complainant requested welfare check on individual who has not be heard from in a couple of days. It was determined the 
individual was not in the city. The correct jurisdiction was contacted to do a welfare check. pam
Individual called the PD and advised she was okay and had misplaced cellphone. Officer made complainant aware. pam

11:12:00 AM  Complainant requested assistance with unlocking vehicle. Officer responded and it was determined vehicle was unlock. pam

12:47:00 PM  911 report of a minor accident in a parking lot. Officer responded to document damage. A DT4000 will be completed. Aw

1:53:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

3:20:00 PM  Officer responded to a vehicle lock out. Officer gained entry without damage. JLB

4:27:00 PM E911. Child exchange issue. One parent will not return the juveniles to the other parent. Both parties came to the PLPD. 
Officers met outside with both parties. Officers assisted with the juvenile exchange. JLB

6:09:00 PM Caller advised of a traffic complaint. Officers responded but were unable to locate vehicle. JLB

6:33:00 PM  EMS transfer. JLB

3:36:00 PM
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Traffic complaint passed along from GTSO. Officers responded and were unable to locate. JLB

7:38:00 PM Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for operating without head lights on. Driver received a verbal warning for 
same. JLB

8:01:00 PM Caller requested salvation army. The request was denied. JLB

8:25:00 PM Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for operation without head lights. Driver received a verbal warning for same. 
JLB

9:02:00 PM Complainant called about receiving harassment messages from the male subject. Officer spoke with party over phone and then 
responded to the residence. Officer spoke with both parties about this matter. JLB

9:20:00 PM Officer conducted a traffic stop for 2 subjects riding bikes on the road without any lights or reflectors on them. Both drivers 
received verbal warnings for same. JLB

9:15:00 PM Caller advised he was locked out of his apartment. It was advised he contact his landlord for assistance. Caller than asked for a 
Salvation army request. Request was denied. JLB

9:55:00 PM Alarm going off at this location. Officers responded and met with the key holder. Building was secured. JLB

10:03:00 PM EMS transfer. JLB

10:08:00 PM Caller advised of a vehicle that struck another vehicle that was parked on the street at this location. Officers responded and the 
offending vehicle left the scene. Follow up to be conducted. JLB

10:35:00 PM Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for failure to stop at a stop sign. Driver received a verbal warning for same. JLB
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03/30/2024
12:25:00 AM  Officer assisted Grant county with a traffic stop. TD

12:56:00 AM  Foot patrol of downtown bar area. Tavern checks completed while on foot patrol. TD

1:04:00 AM  EMS call for an individual who has fallen. EMS responded. Patient refusal no transport. TD

1:26:00 AM  E911 call for EMS. EMS responded. No transport. Patient refusal. TD

1:59:00 AM  Occupied vehicle parked at gas station. Subject delivering newspapers, everything okay. TD

2:46:00 AM  Caller advised that construction fencing was lying in roadway blocking lane of traffic. Officer moved fencing and placed it 
back where it belonged. TD

3:29:00 AM  Ambulance call for individual who had fallen, no injury reported. EMS responded. No Transport. Patient refusal. TD

6:26:00 AM  No parking sign was knocked over near driveway of Edenbrook. Officer collected sign and took to city garage. TD

9:03:00 AM  E911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

10:24:00 AM  EMS transfer. BG

10:29:00 AM Extra patrol. BG

11:04:00 AM  Complainant advised of two stray cats at this location. Officer responded and took the cats to the Humane Society. BG

11:46:00 AM  Officer performed a traffic stop for non registration of an auto. The driver advised it was a new purchase and had a temp tag. 
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03/30/2024
A verbal warning was given. BG

1:24:00 PM  Complainant advised of a dog running at large near this area. Officer responded and took the dog to the Humane Society. BG

Owner called and was able to get the dog back. Owner received a written warning with a fix it date of 04/13/2024 to get the 
dog registered with the city. JLB
4/12: Fix it date extended to 4/18 per Ofc Overbey. acd.

3:15:00 PM Found item at this location. Brought to the PLPD. JLB

4:21:00 PM EMS transfer. JLB

5:30:00 PM E911 Misdial everything was okay. OIC checked the area and there was no issues. JLB

7:10:00 PM E911. EMS requested at this location. Patient refused care and transport. JLB

8:06:00 PM Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for no head lights. Driver received a verbal warning for same. JLB

8:16:00 PM  Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for defective passenger head light and tail light. Driver received a verbal 
warning for same. JLB

8:39:00 PM  Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for no head lights. Driver received a verbal warning for same. JLB

8:46:00 PM Welfare check requested at this location. Officers responded and was able to make contact with the subject. Everything was 
okay. JLB

8:49:00 PM Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for red light violation. Driver received a written warning for same. Driver 
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03/30/2024
received a citation for driving while suspended. Passenger and driver traded places. JLB

9:16:00 PM Caller advised of a suspicious vehicle driving around the area at this location. Officer responded and was unable to locate. JLB

9:18:00 PM EMS transfer. JLB

9:38:00 PM Caller advise that neighbors are having a fire and burning things they are not supposed to burn. Its smoking out the 
neighborhood. Officer responded and made contact with the home owner. Everything was okay. JLB

10:10:00 PM Caller advised that his dog got loose and was unable to locate. Officer responded to the area to assist with locating. JLB

2348 - Dog returned home. TD

10:11:00 PM  Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for defective head light. Driver received a verbal warning for same. JLB

10:16:00 PM Campus PD advised of fireworks going off at this location. Officer responded and was not able to locate. JLB

10:27:00 PM E911. GTSO stated they received the e911 but it was disconnected before they could transfer. GTSO stated they could hear a 
male and female screaming. Officers responded and spoke with the female party. Everything was okay. The male and female 
were filling Easter baskets. JLB

11:13:00 PM  Caller advised he could hear a popping sound coming from a distance and was unsure if it was fireworks or not. Officer 
responded to area to check it out. Nothing found. TD

11:17:00 PM  Complainant stated that people were shooting off fireworks in a field near their residence. Officer responded and spoke with 
complainant and checked the area. There were spent fireworks in the field in question, but nobody around. TD
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03/28/2024 04/16/2024

03/31/2024
12:03:00 AM  Complainant stated there was loud music coming from neighbor's residence. Officer drove area and there was no music 

playing. TD

1:56:00 AM  Complainant stated there was a u-haul trailer parked behind a bar. Officer responded and vehicle is parked fine. TD

2:30:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for improper display of registration and cited for operating while suspended. TD

7:55:00 AM  Officer noticed damage to some street signs from a possible hit and run. Information only at this time. BG

9:21:00 AM  Extra patrol. BG

11:37:00 AM  Officer performed a traffic stop for improper display of registration. The driver received a written waring for the same with a 
fix date of 04/21/2024. BG

1:11:00 PM  Officer performed security checks at these businesses. BG

1:14:00 PM  Officer performed security checks at this location. BG

1:31:00 PM  Officers assisted with a keep the peace while a subject vacated a residence. BG

2:46:00 PM  E911 accidental dial plotting at this location. A call back was placed and the caller advised it was an accident and everything 
was okay. Sgt on duty was advised. BG

2:53:00 PM  Ride along. BG

4:56:00 PM Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for improper display of registration. Driver received a verbal warning for same. 
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JLB

5:00:00 PM  Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for expired registration. Driver received a written warning for same with a fix 
it date of 04/03/2024. JLB

5:14:00 PM Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for failure to stop at a stop sign. Driver received a verbal warning for same. JLB

5:32:00 PM Caller advised of an after the fact property damage at this location. Subject stated they have not been home for a month and 
does not know when the damage could have happened. Officer responded and spoke with the home owner. JLB

5:39:00 PM Officer conducted a traffic stop at this location for improper display of registration. Driver received a written warning for 
same. Driver also received a written warning for expired drivers license. Fix it date for both issues is 04/21/2024. Driver was 
also arrested for a warrant and taken to GTSO jail. JLB

7:27:00 PM  E911. Caller advised that their juvenile was trying to break into the house, Officers responded and spoke with the parent. 
Juvenile was taken to a family house for the night. JLB

9:35:00 PM E911. Caller advised that his daughter has someone at their placed they are scared of. Officers responded and spoke with the 
female party and male party. The male party was asked to leave for the night. JLB

04/01/2024
3:12:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient was transported to Southwest Health. IS

3:18:00 AM  Officer enforced parking regulations. IS

8:42:00 AM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam
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04/01/2024
9:54:00 AM  Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:41:00 AM  Found article turned to the PD. pam

11:25:00 AM  e911 complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported patient to SWH ER. pam

2:06:00 PM  Community Policing. pam

2:23:00 PM Open 911 call taken by GTSO. GTSO relayed information, text message and call back placed with no answer. Officer 
responded and contact was made with complainant who advised of misdial. pam

3:07:00 PM  Complainant requested a welfare check on a family member, who may be having a mental health crisis. Officer made contact 
with another family member and spoke with the complainant. Officer made contact with the individual at her residence, and 
advised everything was okay. acd.

3:09:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was given a verbal warning for speed. acd.

3:22:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was given a verbal warning for speed. acd.

3:32:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was given verbal warnings for failure to yield while making a left turn, and improper display of 
registration. acd.

3:44:00 PM  Traffic stop on Progressive Pkwy at this location. Driver was given a verbal warning for improper display of registration. acd.

4:03:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was issued a written warning for no brake lights, with a fix date of 4/15/2024. acd.

5:31:00 PM
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04/01/2024
 Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to a Madison hospital. acd.

5:48:00 PM  Complainant reported a possible restraining order violation. Officer spoke with the complainant on the phone and determined 
this contact did not meet the criteria for a violation. acd.

6:03:00 PM  Officer conducted a security check at the airport. acd.

6:23:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was given a verbal warning for failing to stop at a stop sign. acd.

6:37:00 PM  Anonymous complainant stated a female had left two young children in a van, and had gone into the store at this location. 
Officer responded and made contact with the female. Officer advised everything was okay. acd.

9:05:00 PM  Background check for employment. acd.

9:48:00 PM  Background checks for employment. acd.

10:40:00 PM  Traffic stop on Water St. at this location. Driver was given a verbal warning for operating without required headlights, and 
issued a citation for operating without a valid license. acd.

04/02/2024
1:13:00 AM  Officer observed an occupied vehicle with the headlights on. Officer advised the driver was unaware the lights were on and no 

suspicious activity was occurring. IS

1:19:00 AM  Officer conducted security checks. IS

1:21:00 AM  Officer conducted security checks. IS
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04/02/2024
6:16:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient was transported to Southwest Health. IS

7:14:00 AM  CSO performed home security checks. BG

10:53:00 AM  Officer was stationary in the area assisting GTSO with an eviction. BG

11:13:00 AM  GTSO Deputy reported a small car crash at this location. Officers responded and no citations were issued. No DT4000. pam

12:43:00 PM  Complainant advised of a missing subject from this location. Officers responded and the subject was located inside of the 
building. Platteville Fire, GTSO, and UW Campus Police assisted. BG

1:25:00 PM  Complainant reported a hold up alarm, shortly after an employee called advising of it being a false alarm. Officer responded 
and did not observe anything out of the ordinary. pam

2:08:00 PM  Background check for City Hall. pam

2:50:00 PM  Community Policing. pam

3:50:00 PM  Cell 911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. acd.

4:19:00 PM  Complainant reported a hit and run accident involving a parked, unoccupied vehicle. Officer responded and met with the 
complainant, who was also a witness. Contact was made with the owner of the parked vehicle. Officer responded to a local 
residence and made contact with the owner of the striking vehicle and the driver. The driver was issued a citation for the 
offense, and a DT4000 will be completed. acd.

8:43:00 PM Complainant struck a pole in the underground parking area at this location. Officer responded and made contact with the 
complainant. A DT4000 will be completed. acd.
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9:55:00 PM  Officer conducted a security check at the airport. acd.

10:01:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was given a verbal warning for failure to obey a posted sign/ wrong way on a one-way street. Driver was 
issued a citation for operating without a valid drivers license. acd.

11:35:00 PM  Officer observed a loose German Shepherd at the location. Officer returned the dog to the owner who was issued a written 
warning with a fix date of 4/16/2024 for an unlicensed dog. IS

04/03/2024
3:07:00 AM  Officers enforced parking regulations. IS

6:01:00 AM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for driving with windows obstructed by snow. The driver was issued a verbal warning. IS

8:12:00 AM  Smoke alarm reported a this location. Platteville Fire was dispatch and advised to disregard prior to arrival. BG

11:08:00 AM  Officer performed community policing at this location. BG

11:38:00 AM  Extra patrol. BG

11:38:00 AM Vehicle lockout, entry gained no damage. BG

11:45:00 AM  EMS transfer. BG

12:23:00 PM  Found article. Owner was contacted and advised. BG

12:55:00 PM  Extra patrol requested for an event. BG
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04/03/2024
1:28:00 PM  Traffic complaint at this location. Officers responded and located the driver. Subject was taken into custody and later released 

to a responsible party.

1:43:00 PM Multiple Law Enforcement agencies advised of receiving a suspicion complaint letter. Information only at this time. BG

4:52:00 PM  Officer received a report of a shoplifting incident. Under investigation. acd.

5:02:00 PM  Complainant reported a two vehicle accident with no injuries, in the parking lot at this location. Officer responded and made 
contact with involved parties. One driver was issued written warnings for expired vehicle registration and no insurance, with a 
fix date of 4/24/2024. A DT4000 will be completed. acd.

5:41:00 PM  Complainant reported an unoccupied vehicle, with engine running, sitting in the road at this location. Officer responded and 
advised the vehicle was being moved into a driveway upon his arrival. acd.

7:05:00 PM  Complainant came to the police department and spoke with an officer about a possible scam. acd.

9:08:00 PM  Background checks for licensing and library volunteer. acd.

10:29:00 PM Traffic stop. Driver was given a verbal warning for speed. acd.

04/04/2024
12:13:00 AM  Extra patrol at these locations. TD

12:52:00 AM  Security check completed at this location. TD

1:23:00 AM  Family member requested welfare check on individual. Officers responded and made contact with individual. EMS requested 
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and responded. EMS transported to local hospital. TD

7:12:00 AM  CSO performed come security checks. BG

8:53:00 AM  Motor vehicle theft reported from this location. Officer spoke with the subject and signed a non consent form. Moments later 
the complainant called the PD and advised she located her vehicle and it was not stolen. The vehicle was never entered into 
NCIC. BG

8:54:00 AM  E911 call plotting at this location. A callback and text was sent with no response. Officer responded and did not notice anyone 
in distress. BG

10:39:00 AM  Apple emergency crash detection call plotting at this location. A call back and text was sent with no response. Moments later 
the subject called and advised it was an accident and everything was okay. The officers were advised. BG

10:42:00 AM  Complainant advised of a vehicle matching the description for the ATL out of Iowa County. Officers responded and did not 
locate the vehicle. Dispatch reviewed the cameras and noticed the vehicle was not the same from the ATL. BG

12:13:00 PM  Subject reported to the PD and spoke to an officer about an incident that happened at this location. BG

12:13:00 PM  Fire alarm reported a this location. Platteville Fire was dispatched and advised it was an accidental alarm. BG

12:22:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

12:30:00 PM  Complainant advised of some suspicious messages and emails from a tenant at this residence. Officer responded and spoke to 
all parties involved. Information only at this time. BG

2:19:00 PM  E911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG
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04/04/2024
3:15:00 PM  e911 complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported to SWH ER. pam

3:30:00 PM  GTSO requested assistance with locating vehicle and identifying driver. Officers responded to last location and persons house. 
The vehicle was not located. pam

3:40:00 PM  Vehicle lockout, entry gained with minimal damage. pam

5:21:00 PM  e911 complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and patient refused transfer to ER. pam

7:42:00 PM Officer observed a vehicle with improper registration. The officer attempted to complete a traffic stop but the vehicle fled. 
Follow up to be conducted. JJS

8:51:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with no headlights, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

9:58:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

10:30:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with defective headlights. Driver was issued a written warning for the same with a fix date of 
4/25/24. pam

11:51:00 PM  Complainant advised of a verbal argument at the location. Officers dispatched to the location. Officers made contact with the 
individuals staying in the room. Officers advised the complaint was reported an hour late from the incident, there was no 
activity occurring when the officers were at the location. IS

04/05/2024
1:58:00 AM  Two individuals came in to the Platteville Police Department to request excused parking. Officers provided the individuals 

with a ride to their residence. IS
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03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/05/2024
3:34:00 AM  Officer conducted security checks. IS

3:52:00 AM  Officer enforced parking regulations. IS

5:01:00 AM  Officer assisted Grant County Sheriff's Department on a traffic stop. IS

5:33:00 AM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for speed. The driver was issued a verbal warning. IS

7:22:00 AM  CSO performed home security checks. BG

9:35:00 AM  Subject presented to the PD to be fingerprinted. BG

11:02:00 AM  Vehicle lockout, entry gained no damage. BG

11:44:00 AM  Vehicle lockout, entry gained no damage. BG

12:23:00 PM  E911. Complainant advised of a two vehicle accident at this location with no injuries or blockage. Officer responded and 
spoke with both drivers. No citations were issued and a DT4000 will be completed. BG

2:33:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS responded to this location. Patient was not located. BG

3:33:00 PM  Traffic stop for red light violation, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

4:20:00 PM  Complainant requested welfare check on individual that appeared to be sleeping. Officer responded, contact was made with 
driver who advised that he was sleeping. pam

5:18:00 PM
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04/05/2024
 Complainant reported sighting of vehicle with missing teenagers. Officers responded and it was determine that it was a 
different vehicle. pam

6:20:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

7:28:00 PM  Complainant reported that individual threw an object at her face. Officers responded and parties were asked to separate for the 
night, complainant refused. pam

8:06:00 PM Officers conducted community policing at this location. acd.

8:12:00 PM  Complainant requested assistance with locating vehicle that had displayed a handgun. Officers were stationary on Hwy 151, 
vehicle was not located. pam

8:28:00 PM  Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a citation for the same. Driver was also issued a written warning for operating with 
expired registration with a fix date of 4/10/24 . pam

8:29:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with no headlights. Driver was issued a citation for operating without a valid driver's license. pam

8:49:00 PM  Complainant reported a vehicle swerving all over the road, unknown direction of travel. Officer responded and last know 
location was searched, vehicle was not located. pam

9:24:00 PM  Traffic stop for improper stop at stop sign. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

9:23:00 PM Anonymous complainant of loud music coming from a red SUV. Officer responded and vehicle was not located. pam

9:59:00 PM  Complainant reported being verbally threaten by individual. Officers responded it was decided that complainant would be 
staying at a different location, issued resolved itself. pam
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/05/2024
10:34:00 PM  Traffic stop for defective headlights. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

10:43:00 PM  Multiple 911 calls transfer by GTSO. Complainant advised of suspicious individuals knocking on doors looking for a dog. 
Officers responded and individual was identified, provided a ride to the PD while he waited for a ride. pam

04/06/2024
12:50:00 AM  Complainant advised a friend had mentioned they were going to harm themself. Officer called the individual and the 

individual told the officers their location and they were having thoughts of harming themself. Officers were dispatched to the 
location. Officers made contact with the individual and were able deescalate the situation. The individual was going to drive 
back to IL to their parent's residence. IS

1:23:00 AM  Officers conducted foot patrol. IS

1:39:00 AM  Individual walked up to officers and advised their purse was stolen from the location. IS

1:43:00 AM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for operating on 2nd St during bar time. The driver was issued a verbal warning. IS

1:59:00 AM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for operating on Second St during bar time. Driver was issued a verbal warning. IS

2:19:00 AM  Officers conducted tavern checks. IS

5:18:00 AM  Officer conducted security checks. IS

8:16:00 AM  Complainant reported a broken window at his residence from a rock being thrown through it. Officer responded to document 
damage. Aw

9:01:00 AM
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/06/2024
 Traffic complaint from GTSO, deputy requested stop. Traffic stop conducted. Officer advised driver was trying to get her 
passenger to the ER. Driver was cited for driving without a seatbelt. GTSO advised and given traffic stop information. Officer 
also confirmed that the vehicle did go to the hospital. Aw

9:35:00 AM  Traffic stop for a defective passenger side brake light. Written warning for same with a fix date of 04/20/2024. Aw

10:03:00 AM  Traffic stop for expired registration. Written warning for same with a fix date of 04/20/2024. Aw

10:44:00 AM  IOSO advised of a 911 that was routed to them that sounded like a pocket dial. Caller was contacted and advised his daughter 
was playing with his phone and activated the emergency call function. Shift Sgt advised. Aw

10:48:00 AM  Complainant advised of damage to a city owned building. Officer responded to document. Aw

10:53:00 AM  Ambulance transfer completed. Aw

12:02:00 PM  911 request for EMS. Call completed, no transport. Aw

12:19:00 PM  Complainant reported a male subject knocking at her door and asking to check the plumbing to her apartment, and then asking 
about the neighbors being home. She contacted the maintenance man for the building and he advised to contact the police as 
no one was supposed to be there to work. Responding officer was unable to locate the subject. Aw

1:53:00 PM  Complainant reported a dog in a car that was barking continually. Officer confirmed that the windows on the vehicle were 
cracked and the dog did not appear to be in distress and spoke with the owners who had been checking on the dog regularly. 
Aw

2:06:00 PM  911 through GTSO. Caller stated a male and female had been arguing and the male was very aggressive. An officer advised 
he was responding to the area for the same call just before the 911 came in. The caller advised the car had left, heading out of 
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/06/2024
town. The responding officer was not able to locate the vehicle. Aw

2:38:00 PM  EMS requested for a medical alarm activation. Aw

2:39:00 PM  Complainant reported multiple individuals urinating around the water tower while passing through to house parties. Officers 
were sent to patrol the area. Contact was made with several individuals, who were instructed to move along. One individual 
was given a verbal warning for urinating in public, and cited for underage possession/consumption of alcohol and obstruction. 
Another individual was cited for urinating in public. acd/AW/nja.

3:45:00 PM  Complainant called and asked to speak with a specific officer, who he believed was responsible for the problems he was 
having in life. The complainant agreed to have an officer come to the residence and check on him. A parent was also at the 
residence, and she spoke with Dispatch, stating an officer was not needed. The Sergeant responded for a welfare check, and 
advised everything was okay. acd.

3:51:00 PM  Cell 911. Southwest Health EMS responded to this location, and the individual refused transport. acd.

4:16:00 PM  Complainant stated several chickens were running loose on the trail behind Walmart. Officer responded and located the 
chickens, but stated they were in a yard. The owner was advised of the complaint. acd.

4:45:00 PM Complainant stated a large group had gathered in the yard at this location, and the landlord has posted "no trespassing" signs. 
Officers responded and made contact with the complainant and others. One individual will be mailed a citation for underage 
possession/consumption of alcohol. acd.

5:46:00 PM  Complainant stated a male subject was in the playground area with a remote control car, yelling at kids. Officers responded 
and made contact with the individual, who was yelling at his own children, so they would not bother others with the remote 
control car. The individual was taken into custody at the request of the WI Department of Corrections. While waiting for a 
person to arrive to pick up the children, officers requested EMS for the male subject. Southwest Health EMS responded and 
transported the patient to Southwest Health. After medical clearance, he was transported to the Grant County Jail. acd.
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/06/2024
7:12:00 PM  Complainant reported a lost cell phone. acd.

7:40:00 PM  Officer had contact with two individuals at this location, and one individual was issued a citation for having open intoxicants 
in the street. acd.

7:51:00 PM  Officer had contact with two individuals. One individual was issued citations for having open intoxicants in the street and 
underage possession/ consumption of alcohol. acd.

8:07:00 PM  Officer had contact with an individual at this location, and issued a citation for having open intoxicants in the street. acd.

8:08:00 PM  Cell 911. Complainant reported a two vehicle accident with possible injury on Greenwood Ave., at this location. Officers and 
Southwest Health EMS responded. One patient was transported to Southwest Health for care. A local towing service assisted 
at the scene. One driver was issued citations for operating while suspended and failure to yield right of way. The other driver 
was issued a written warning for expired registration with a fix date 04/20/2024. A DT4000 will be completed. acd.

8:17:00 PM  Officer had contact with two individuals, who were both issued citations for having open intoxicants in the street. One 
individual was also cited for underage possession/ consumption of alcohol. acd.

8:54:00 PM  Officer had contact with three individuals, who were each issued a citation for underage possession/consumption of alcohol. 
One individual was also cited for having open intoxicants in the street. acd.

9:01:00 PM  Complainant stated someone was using a loudspeaker, and it seemed like people were fighting and yelling, in the yard behind 
her backyard. Officers responded and made contact with two individuals, who were outside on the back porch. Officers did not 
find any evidence of a disturbance, but the two individuals were advised of the complaint. acd.

9:13:00 PM Officers had contact with two individuals at this location. Both were issued citations for having open intoxicants in the street 
and underage possession/ consumption of alcohol. One was also issued a citation for possession of a fake ID. acd.
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/06/2024
9:35:00 PM  Traffic stop for a red light violation, cited for same. Field sobriety tests were conducted, and the driver was taken into custody 

for OMVI. The driver was transported to the police department for processing, and released to a responsible party. acd.

10:01:00 PM  Cell 911. Southwest Heatlh EMS responded to this location, and the individual refused transport. acd.

11:03:00 PM  Officer observed an individual with an open intoxicant at the location. The individual was cited for underage possession of 
alcohol. IS

11:17:00 PM  Officers conducted foot patrols. IS

11:27:00 PM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for operating on the wrong way of a one way street. Driver was arrested for OMVI. IS

04/07/2024
12:25:00 AM  Bar employee turned on 2 fake IA I.Ds to officer. IS

12:41:00 AM  Complainant advised of an open door at the location. Officers dispatched to the location. Officers cleared the building and 
advised there was no suspicious activity. IS

1:18:00 AM  Officer observed an unoccupied vehicle with its lights on. The registered owner was called and notified. IS

1:29:00 AM  Officer observed an occupied vehicle parked at an angle at the location. Officer made contact with the individuals inside. One 
individual was arrested for a probation violation. IS

1:29:00 AM  911 call. Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient refused transport. IS

1:39:00 AM  Complainant advised of a commercial fire alarm. Platteville Fire Department and officers dispatched to the location. Officer 
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/07/2024
advised there was no fire, someone had pulled the alarm. The alarm was reset. IS

1:41:00 AM  Officers conducted tavern checks. IS

2:29:00 AM  Individual turned in a lost wallet to officers. IS

2:55:00 AM  Complainant advised of an intoxicated individual at the location. Officers were dispatched to the location. Officers transported 
the individual to their residence. Individual was cited for underage possession/consumption of alcohol and possession of a fake 
ID. IS

7:35:00 AM  Complainant reported a neighboring house having a school bus stop sign in their yard. Officer collected the sign and brought 
it to City Garage. Aw

10:16:00 AM  911 request for EMS. Call completed transporting one. Aw

10:37:00 AM  Report of a vehicle that had left the roadway and appeared to be disabled. Driver was taken into custody on an outstanding 
warrant and custody was transferred to a Lafayette County Deputy for transport. The vehicle was towed to impound. Aw

11:08:00 AM  Ambulance transfer completed. Aw

12:26:00 PM  Noise complaint. Subject was advised of the complaint. Aw

12:36:00 PM  Report of a power junction box that was knocked over. Brightspeed notified. Aw

1:10:00 PM  Ambulance transfer completed. Aw

1:53:00 PM
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/07/2024
 911 request for assistance with a behavioral issue. EMS was requested by officer. Call completed, no transport. Aw

2:44:00 PM Vehicle lockout. Entry gained, no damage. Aw

3:52:00 PM  Complainant reported a one vehicle accident, and stated the driver had been taken to the hospital by private vehicle. Officer 
responded and requested a local towing service. A DT4000 will be completed. acd.

4:13:00 PM  Cell 911 hangup. The Grant County Sheriff's Office relayed a cell 911 hangup, with no voice contact. A voicemail was left 
and Prepared Live text sent. The owner of the phone called and stated everything was okay, and that a child had been playing 
with the phone. The Sergeant was advised. acd.

4:53:00 PM  Complainant stated an individual was refusing to move out of the residence. Officer responded and made contact with 
involved parties. They were advised an officer could respond and keep the peace if needed. acd.

6:58:00 PM  Complainant stated a deposit bag was on the ground at the entrance to this business. Officer responded and located the item, 
which was a pillow. acd.

7:45:00 PM  Complainant requested assistance with a vehicle lockout. Officer responded, form was signed and entry gained. acd.

10:00:00 PM  Complainant reported being the victim of a scam. acd.

11:20:00 PM  911 call. Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient refused transport. IS

04/08/2024
12:24:00 AM  Officer talked to an individual over the phone about a civil issue. IS

1:49:00 AM
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/08/2024
 Officer conducted security checks. IS

1:58:00 AM  Complainant advised their neighbor was intoxicated and harassing them. Officers were dispatched to the location. The 
individual was cited for disorderly conduct. IS

4:22:00 AM  Officers enforced parking regulations. IS

5:05:00 AM  Officer conducted extra patrols. IS

8:00:00 AM  Officer assisted in traffic direction. BG

9:16:00 AM  Annual liquor license checks. JSG

10:04:00 AM Extra patrol. BG

10:10:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

10:12:00 AM  Carbon monoxide alarm at this location. Platteville Fire responded and assisted. Alliant energy was notified. BG

11:01:00 AM  Officer performed community policing at this location. BG

11:18:00 AM  E911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

11:29:00 AM  Officer performed a traffic stop for a defective passenger brake light. The driver received a verbal warning for the same. BG

11:33:00 AM  Officer performed a traffic stop on a vehicle for illegible plates. The driver received a written warning for the same with a fix 
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/08/2024
date of 04/22/2024 and a verbal warning for no proof of insurance. BG

11:39:00 AM  Complainant spoke to an officer over the phone about a scam. BG

11:51:00 AM  E911 accidental dial at this location. A call back was placed and the caller advised it was an accident. Sgt on duty was 
advised. BG

11:54:00 AM  Complainant advised of a downed line in her yard. Officer responded and advised it was an internet cable. Brightspeed was 
contacted and advised. BG

12:00:00 PM  Vehicle lockout, entry gained no damage. BG

12:50:00 PM  Found article turned into the PD. Owner was contacted and a voicemail was left. BG

12:59:00 PM  Officer performed a traffic stop for failure to stop at a stop sign. The driver received a verbal warning for the same. BG

1:08:00 PM  EMS transfer. BG

1:17:00 PM  Complainant advised of a male subject walking near this location possibly needing assistance. Officer was in the area making 
contact with the subject. He advised he was okay, did not want assistance, a ride to the hospital, or an ambulance. BG

2:41:00 PM  Complainant reported to the PD and spoke to an officer about a scam. BG

3:57:00 PM  Complainant requested welfare check on individual who has not been heard from in over a month. Complainant called back 
and advised that she has made contact with individual and no farther assistance was needed. pam

4:35:00 PM
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03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/08/2024
Complainant reported a vehicle playing loud music. Officer responded and checked area. Vehicle was located unoccupied and 
not playing any music. pam

5:14:00 PM E911 transfer by GTSO. Complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported patient to ER. Medflight was 
contacted to transport patient to Madison. pam

5:36:00 PM  Complainant reported a husky running at large. Officers responded, complainant was able to obtain phone number for owner. 
Dog was caught and returned to owner. pam

5:55:00 PM  Complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and patient refused transfer to local hospital. pam

6:45:00 PM  Officer observed a bycible that had been abandoned. Bicycle was brought to the PD. pam

6:55:00 PM  e911 complainant reported a driver that smelled like intoxicants. Officers responded to last know location and to address, 
vehicle was not located. pam

7:51:00 PM Abanded 911 call plotting at this location. Call back made, individual advised of misdial, no assistance needed. OIC notified. 
pam

8:48:00 PM  Officer conducted traffic stop, driver was issued a written warning for operating with no proof of insurance with a fix date of 
4/22/24. Grant County K9 was requested and driver was issued citations for possession of drug paraphernalia and for drug 
possession. pam

9:11:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

9:53:00 PM  e911 complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported patient to SWH ER. pam

10:17:00 PM
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/08/2024
 e911 transfer by GTSO. Complainant reported a CO alarm, Platteville Fire department was paged as well as Alliant Energy. 
pam

10:21:00 PM  Traffic stop, driver was issued a written warning for operating without proof of insurance. Driver was also issued a written 
warning for the loud exhaust with a fix date for both of 4/22/24. pam

10:36:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with effective passenger side headlight. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:20:00 PM  911 call. Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient was transferred to Southwest Health. IS

11:24:00 PM  Officer conducted security checks. IS

11:40:00 PM  Complainant requested a wellfare check as they thought they heard someone fall in the residence below theirs. Officers were 
dispatched to the location. Officers advised the residence were okay and that the noise was most likely them taking out their 
garbage. IS

04/09/2024
12:17:00 AM  Grant County Sheriff's Department requested officer assistance at the location.

12:53:00 AM  Officer conducted extra patrols. IS

4:11:00 AM  Officer enforced parking regulations. IS

6:48:00 AM  Complainant advised of a cart missing from her yard. Officer responded and spoke to the complainant. Information only at 
this time. BG

7:08:00 AM
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/09/2024
 CSO performed home security checks. BG

8:01:00 AM  Parking complaint at this location. CSO responded and the vehicle in question was gone on arrival. BG

10:41:00 AM Traffic complaint on a vehicle over the center line causing the complainant to avoid an accident and hit the curb. Officer spoke 
to the complainant over the phone. Information only at this time. BG

10:56:00 AM  Complainant asked for assistance with a juvenile that left school. Officers responded and assisted. BG

9:00:00 AM  Task force case. BG

11:08:00 AM  Subject presented to the PD to be fingerprinted. BG

11:10:00 AM  E911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to St Marys Hospital. BG

11:34:00 AM  Officer performed a traffic stop on a vehicle for expired registration. The driver received a written warning for the same and 
for no proof of insurance with a fix date of 04/23/2024. BG

11:51:00 AM  Officer performed a traffic stop for speed. The driver received a written warning for the same. BG

12:03:00 PM  Subject presented to the PD to be fingerprinted. BG

12:12:00 PM  Crime stoppers report under investigation. BG

1:16:00 PM  Subject presented to the PD to be fingerprinted. BG

1:36:00 PM
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03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/09/2024
 Complainant advised of two subjects at this location rummaging through garbage making a mess. Officer responded and 
advised the subjects to clean up the mess they made. BG

2:12:00 PM  Fire alarm reported at this location. Moments later the alarm company called back and advised to disregard. Officer continued 
to respond and made contact with a subject who advised they were testing the alarms. BG

2:40:00 PM  Traffic complaint on a vehicle with no plates and loud exhaust. Officers responded and located the vehicle but was not able to 
observe any violations. BG

3:22:00 PM  Complainant reported a toddler sitting in the passenger front seat without safety car seat. Officers responded and checked last 
known location as well as home address, vehicle was located later and no violations were observed. Officers made contact with 
individual and provided resources for obtaining a car seat. Individual was also advised to not drive since he is suspended. pam

3:59:00 PM  Complainant came to the PD and requested Salvation Army, due to criminal history Salvation Army was denied. pam

4:21:00 PM  Traffic stop for yellow light violation, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

4:44:00 PM  e911 transfer by GTSO. Complainant advised of a male party that was looking inside of abanded residence. Officers 
responded and individual was asked to leave. Owner was contacted with no answer, unable to leave voicemail. pam

4:49:00 PM  Complainant requested welfare check on individual who has not been heard from. Officer responded and contact was made, 
complainant was made aware. pam

4:55:00 PM  Vehicle lockout, entry gained no damage. pam

5:10:00 PM  Individual came to the PD and requested to speak with an officer. Individual refused to identify themself. pam

6:53:00 PM
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03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/09/2024
 Community Policing. pam

7:00:00 PM  Found article turned in to the PD, owner came to the PD shortly after to pick up property. pam

7:48:00 PM  SWH ER reported a cat bite. pam

7:58:00 PM  Plotted 911 call, call back placed and complainant advised of misdial. OIC notified. pam

8:14:00 PM  Traffic stop for stop sign violation, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

9:05:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

9:43:00 PM  Traffic stop for speed on Bus Hwy 151, driver was issued a written warning for the same. pam

9:45:00 PM  Traffic stop for unnecessary noise, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:00:00 PM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for a defective tail light. Driver was issued a verbal warning. IS

11:41:00 PM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for speed. Driver was issued a verbal warning. IS

04/10/2024
12:01:00 AM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for speed. Driver was issued a verbal warning. IS

12:40:00 AM  Officer conducted extra patrols. IS

12:43:00 AM
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/10/2024
 Officer conducted extra patrols. IS

12:50:00 AM  Officer conducted security checks. IS

2:58:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient was transported to Southwest Health EMS.

9:36:00 AM  Complainant asked for an officer to assist with a civil argument between him and his father. Officers responded and assisted. 
BG

12:53:00 PM  Found dog brought into the PD. Owner was contact and responded to the PD to pick up his dog. BG

1:02:00 PM  Officer made contact with a subject at this location for rummaging through a shed. Subject was provided a ride home and 
advised to show proof she is allowed to be there. BG

1:26:00 PM  Subject reported vandalism to a building at this location. Follow up will be conducted. BG

1:28:00 PM  E911. Caller advised of a subject not welcome at this location. Officer responded and the subject in question was gone on 
arrival. Follow up was conducted and the subject was advised he was not welcome at this residence. BG

1:29:00 PM  Officer performed a traffic stop on a vehicle for a defective passenger side brake light. The driver received a verbal warning 
for the same. BG

2:09:00 PM  Complainant advised of a note on his vehicle. Officer responded and did not notice any damage to his vehicle and will 
conduct a follow up with the other vehicle owner. BG

2:26:00 PM  EMS transfer. BG

2:50:00 PM
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03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/10/2024
 Officer cited a vehicle for a signed area violation. BG

3:08:00 PM  Background check for ride along. TD

3:25:00 PM  Community policing completed at this location. TD

3:37:00 PM  Found property inventoried. Aw

3:31:00 PM  Clinic called requesting welfare check on individual. Officers responded to residence and made contact with subject. 
Everything okay. TD

3:51:00 PM  Motorbikes making noise down by skate park. Officer spoke to individual and parent noting that these types of bikes are not 
allowed at skate park. TD

3:59:00 PM  Welfare check on individual at this location. Everything okay. TD

5:22:00 PM  Gas smell coming from residence. Platteville fire responded. Alliant energy contacted. TD

5:36:00 PM Complainant stated noise coming from neighboring apartment that was loud. Officer responded and spoke to individual in 
apartment to keep noise down. TD

7:16:00 PM  Complainant stating that dog has been barking/howling for over half hour and sounds in distress. Officer responded to check 
on dog. Officer spoke with owners of dog and dog was fine. Dog did not have current license. TD

8:06:00 PM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for stop sign violation. TD

8:14:00 PM
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03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/10/2024
 Traffic stop. Verbal warnings for yielding to a pedestrian in crosswalk, and stop sign violation. TD

8:58:00 PM  One vehicle accident hitting a power pole. Officers responded. Fire and EMS assisted on scene. Road was reopened at 0023. 
TD

9:51:00 PM  Driver drove through an accident scene and officer stopped vehicle. Driver arrested for OMVI. TD

10:31:00 PM  E911 call for individual who fell. EMS responded, treated, and transported individual to local hospital. TD

10:42:00 PM  Complainant advised of an intoxicated individual who was being disorderly. Officers were dispatched to the location. Officers 
advised the individual had left the location and was sobering up, waiting for a ride at another location and not causing a 
disturbance. IS

11:42:00 PM  Complainant advised of a vehicle lockout. Officers were dispatched to the location. Entry gained no damage. IS

04/11/2024
12:06:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS conducted an ambulance transfer. IS

4:30:00 AM  Officer enforced parking regulations. IS

7:14:00 AM  CSO completed home security checks. pam

9:13:00 AM  Community Policing. pam

10:04:00 AM  Background checks for City Hall. pam

10:09:00 AM
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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/11/2024
 e911 complainant requested SWH EMS for a lift assist. Patient refused transfer to local hospital. pam

10:39:00 AM  Traffic stop for operating with expired registration. Driver was issued a written warning for the same and also for operating 
without proof of insurance with a fix date of 4/25/24. pam

11:32:00 AM  Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:52:00 AM  Traffic stop for operating with defective break lights. Driver was issued a written warning for the same with a fix date of 
4/25/24. pam

1:10:00 PM  e911 complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and patient refused transfer to local hospital. pam

4:02:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to a Madison hospital. acd.

4:30:00 PM  Officers conducted community policing for an event. acd.

4:53:00 PM  Complainant stated a dog had wandered into his yard. Officer responded and transported the dog, described as a tan, female 
rat terrier, weighing approx. 15 lbs, to the Grant County Humane Society. acd.

6:18:00 PM  Officer conducted a security check at the airport. acd.

6:32:00 PM  Officer noticed a parked vehicle with an open door. Contact was made with the owner, who was able to secure the vehicle. 
acd.

8:29:00 PM  Officer spoke with an individual on the phone about a possible scam attempt. acd.

9:10:00 PM
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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/11/2024
 Complainant came to the police department and spoke with an officer about a child custody issue. Officer stood by at a local 
residence for the custody exchange, and made contact with the other parent. The custody exchange did not occur. acd.

9:13:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was given a verbal warning for operating without required headlights. acd.

10:21:00 PM  The LaFayette County Sheriff's Office relayed a traffic complaint on Hwy 151, heading Southbound from the Belmont exit. 
Officer responded and checked Hwy 151, but did not locate the vehicle. Information was also given to GTSO. acd.

10:27:00 PM  Background check for City Hall. acd.

10:47:00 PM  Traffic stop. Officer requested a second unit and conducted field sobriety tests. The driver was placed under arrest for OMVI.

10:58:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to a Madison hospital. acd.

11:11:00 PM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for driver side headlight and verbal warning for expired registration. TD

04/12/2024
12:50:00 AM  Complainant stated there was pounding noise coming from neighborhood. Officer responded. Two individuals working on a 

truck. Verbal warning given for noise. TD

3:05:00 AM  Extra patrol at this location. TD

3:08:00 AM  EMS Transfer. TD

3:13:00 AM Parking enforcement completed. TD 

3:48:00 AM
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/12/2024
 Security check at this location. TD

6:11:00 AM  E911 call for individual not feeling well. EMS responded, treated, and transported to local hospital. TD

7:15:00 AM  CSO performed home security checks. BG

8:30:00 AM  Officers and CSO performed traffic direction for a school event. BG

9:18:00 AM Extra patrol. BG

9:23:00 AM  Officer performed community policing at this location. BG

10:40:00 AM  Complainant reported ongoing issues with an aggressive dog in his apartment building. Officer spoke with the complainant 
and landlord, follow up was conducted with the owner and she was warned for aggressive dog. Aw

12:27:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

2:45:00 PM  Officer performed a traffic stop for a stop sign violation. The driver received a verbal warning for the same and a written 
warning for illegible plates with a fix date of 04/26/2024. BG

1:47:00 PM  Caller advised that a traffic light was struck by a truck, causing damage. Officer made contact with the truck owner and follow 
up will be conducted. Aw

2:55:00 PM  E911 accidental dial. Subject stayed on the phone and advised it was an accident. Sgt on duty was advised. BG

3:26:00 PM  Officers provided extra patrol at Smith Park. acd.
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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/12/2024
3:00:00 PM  Complainant spoke with an officer on the phone about a possible scam on social media. It was determined the caller was in 

Grant County's jurisdiction. acd.

3:39:00 PM  Cell 911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. acd.

5:55:00 PM  Complainant came to the police department and spoke with an officer about a child custody issue. Officer responded to the 
residence to keep the peace. Child custody exchange not completed. acd.

7:40:00 PM  Complainant came to the police department and turned in a cell phone that was found on the side of the road. acd.

8:12:00 PM  Cell 911. Complainant stated a friend was having an argument with her boyfriend at this location, and requested a welfare 
check due to the severity of the argument. Officers responded and made contact with the female, who stated everything was 
okay, and the argument had been verbal. The male individual was getting ready to leave for the night. acd.

9:42:00 PM  Complainant stated an alarm on a vehicle was going off intermittently. Contact was made with the owner, who stated she 
would check on the vehicle and call if she needed assistance. acd.

9:51:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was given a verbal warning for failure to stop at a stop sign. acd.

10:29:00 PM  Complainant reported loud music and something heavy, possibly weights, hitting the floor in the apartment above her. 
Officers responded and made contact with an individual in the apartment, who had been asleep. Officers did not hear a 
disturbance. Unfounded. acd.

11:05:00 PM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for headlight. Verbal warning for expired registration. TD

11:31:00 PM Officer spoke to two teens about park being closed. Teens left area. TD 

11:50:00 PM
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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/12/2024
 E911 hang up. Caller reached and having phone issues. Officer in charge notified. TD

04/13/2024
12:46:00 AM  Traffic stop for no headlights. Written warning for no headlights and written warning for expired registration with a fix date of 

04/27/24. TD

12:49:00 AM  Extra patrol completed in this area. TD

1:31:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for failure to stop at stop sign. TD

2:06:00 AM Traffic stop. Verbal warning for driving on 2nd street after hours. TD 

2:40:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for expired driver's license and verbal warning for unnecessary acceleration on water street. TD

3:08:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for no lights on trailer. TD

3:16:00 AM  Extra patrol in the industrial park area. TD

7:49:00 AM  Subject turned in found vehicle keys to the PD. Officer located the vehicle along with other items and an owner was 
contacted. BG
Keys were released to owner after PBT showed 00. pam

10:26:00 AM  Subject asked for assistance removing a subject from her residence. Officers responded and the subject was gone on arrival. 
BG

10:47:00 AM  Complainant advised of a two vehicle accident at this location with no injuries. Officer responded and spoke to both parties. 
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/13/2024
No citations will be issued and a DT4000 will be completed. BG

11:00:00 AM  Officers performed traffic direction for a walk/run event. BG

11:45:00 AM  EMS transfer. BG

11:55:00 AM  E911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

1:08:00 PM  Officer performed a traffic stop for speed. The driver received a verbal warning for the same. BG

1:39:00 PM  Officer performed special patrol at this location. BG

1:45:00 PM  Grass fire reported a this location. Platteville Fire responded and assisted. BG

3:19:00 PM Complainant reported a vehicle had hit a fire hydrant causing minor damage to fire hydrant. Complainant believed the driver 
could be under the influence. Unable to locate vehicle. Water Dept was made aware. pam

3:27:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with expired registration. Driver was issued a written warning for the same with a fix date of 
4/20/24. pam

4:19:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating over the allowed speed limit. Driver was issued a written warning for the same. pam

4:50:00 PM Complainant reported a female party had stolen infant clothing from this location. Complainant wanted individual trespassed 
from property. Complainant did not want any citations issued. pam

5:32:00 PM Traffic stop for speed. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/13/2024
5:48:00 PM Traffic stop. Driver was issued a written warning for non registration of vehicle with a fix date of 4/27/24. pam

5:53:00 PM Complainant reported two individuals who were destroying property and playing loud music. It was determine that they were 
given permission to remain in the property. pam

7:33:00 PM  GTSO advised of an open 911 call taken by them. Unknown location and no call back number. OIC notified, area was 
checked and nothing out of the ordinary was observed. pam

8:07:00 PM  e911 complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported patient to SWH ER. pam

8:20:00 PM  Traffic stop for failure to stop at stop sign, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

8:58:00 PM  Complainant reported multiple people and multiple vehicles being loud. Officers responded and contact was made with 
individual who was advised of complainant, individual was doing work on vehicle, will be done for the night. pam

9:40:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with no headlights. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

9:26:00 PM  Officer observed a shopping cart that was left in front of this location. Shopping cart was returned to correct business. pam

9:59:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating without headlights, driver was able to correct this. Driver received a verbal warning for the same. 
pam

9:51:00 PM  Officers conducted tavern checks. pam

10:19:00 PM  Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a written warning for the same. pam

10:30:00 PM
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/13/2024
 Officer provided extra patrol. pam

10:33:00 PM  Traffic stop, driver was issued a verbal warning for distracted driving and for operating with expired DL. pam

10:38:00 PM  Complainant advised of a suicidal subject, campus police responded and located individual. SWH EMS was requested and 
patient was transported to SWH ER. pam

10:58:00 PM  Security check at these locations. TD

10:56:00 PM  Officer observed a vehicle parked at this location after hours. Contact was made with owner who advised he was waiting for 
someone else. pam

9:51:00 PM Officer conducted bar checks. Five individuals were cited for underage present in a tavern. pam

11:35:00 PM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for headlight. TD

11:38:00 PM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for excessive acceleration. TD

04/14/2024
12:24:00 AM  EMS Transfer. TD

1:14:00 AM  Extra patrol at this location. TD

1:25:00 AM  Complainant called with vehicle parked in her reserved spot. Officer responded and cited vehicle. TD

1:30:00 AM  Foot patrol in downtown bar area. TD
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/14/2024
2:53:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for driver side headlight. TD

4:07:00 AM  Community policing at this location. TD

6:33:00 AM  Walker noticed a sink hole in sidewalk. Officers placed cones around hole. Streets department contacted. TD

9:15:00 AM  Graffiti reported at this location. Street Department was notified and follow up will be conducted. BG

10:26:00 AM  Dog complaint at this location. Officer responded and the owner was verbally warned for dogs barking and a written warning 
for not having the dogs registered with the city with a fix date of 04/28/2024. Officer also did not observe any animal abuse or 
neglect. BG

11:09:00 AM  Officer noticed a vehicle having issues in the roadway at this location. Officer assisted in removing the vehicle from the 
roadway. BG

12:05:00 PM  Welfare check requested on a subject laying down in a parking lot and another subject sitting in a vehicle. Officers responded 
and EMS was requested, and the subject refused transport to a hospital. He received a citation for public intoxication and was 
released to a responsible party. The other subject was taken into custody on a valid warrant and transported back to the PD to 
be processed. Subject was able to post bond and was released. Subject will be getting a citation for possession of drug 
paraphernalia. BG

12:23:00 PM  Parking complaint at this location. Follow up will be conducted. BG
Contact made with vehicle owner, he was advised of complainant. Owner stated that vehicle had been sold, contact will be 
made with new owner to move vehicle. pam

12:34:00 PM  Theft reported from this location. Officer conducted a follow up over the phone about the stolen items. Information only at 
this time. BG
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/14/2024
1:01:00 PM Excessive noise from a vehicle complaint at this location. Due to call volume officer was unable to respond in a timely 

manner. Vehicle was gone on arrival. BG

1:58:00 PM  Complainant advised of a hole in the roadway near this location. Officer responded and advised it was not a hazard. Street 
Department was notified. BG

2:14:00 PM Subject walked up to an officer and advised she lost her keys near this location. BG

Complainant later informed the officer she found her keys. KMP

2:20:00 PM  Found article given to an officer. Item was brought back to the PD to be inventoried and a voicemail was left for the owner. 
BG

3:11:00 PM  Extra patrol. pam

3:12:00 PM  Officer provided extra patrol. pam

5:36:00 PM  Complainant reported a dog running at large. Officer responded and contact was made with owner, dog was in owner's yard. 
pam

6:31:00 PM  Officer provided extra patrol. pam

8:22:00 PM  Complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and patient refused transfer to local hospital. pam

8:26:00 PM GTSO transfer an open 911 call, contact made with caller who advised of misdial. No assistance needed. pam

9:03:00 PM  Complainant reported an older individual that was digging through garbage, complainant wanted individual removed from 
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/14/2024
premises. Officers responded and individual was gone prior to officers arrival. pam

9:17:00 PM  Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:06:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS conducted an ambulance transfer. IS

11:29:00 PM  Complainant advised of a burglary alarm. Officers were dispatched to the location. Officers advised the building was secured. 
A keyholder was contacted and officers conducted a walkthrough. Officers advised the building was clear and the keyholder 
reset the alarm. IS

04/15/2024
12:13:00 AM  Complainant advised an individual yelled at them and threw an object at their window. Officers dispatched to the location. 

Officers spoke to the individuals involved and resolved the issue. IS

2:59:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient was transported to Southwest Health. IS

4:24:00 AM  911 call. Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient refused transport. IS

4:40:00 AM  Officers enforced parking regulations. IS

4:49:00 AM  Complainant advised of an individual walking around a backyard with a flashlight. Officers were dispatched to the location. 
Officers made contact with an individual who advised they were taking their dog out early and had brought their flashlight. 
Officers advised there was no suspicious activity occurring. IS

7:28:00 AM  Minor accident in a parking lot. Officer responded to document damage. A DT4000 will be completed. Aw

8:01:00 AM
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Start Date End Date

03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/15/2024
 Vehicle cited for private property violation. Aw

8:25:00 AM  Complainant reported damage to his vehicle after striking a forklift. DT4000 will be completed. Aw

10:10:00 AM  Complainant reported an altercation at this location. One subject was cited for disorderly conduct. Aw

11:32:00 AM  Two vehicle accident, contact initiated by officer. DT4000 will be completed. Aw

12:11:00 PM  Complainant reported an unknown vehicle parked on his lawn. Officer advised complainant did not want the vehicle towed at 
this time, but would call back if it was not moved later. Officer cited the vehicle for a yellow line violation, as the vehicle was 
parked partially on the curb in the yellow. Aw

12:25:00 PM  Complainant requested assistance with a subject that was not welcome at his property. Officer responded and subject left. Aw

1:04:00 PM  Request for EMS. Call completed transporting one. Aw

4:27:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS returned a patient to a local care facility. acd.

4:48:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. acd.

3:42:00 PM  Officer spoke with an individual on the phone about a problem with a co worker. acd.

5:59:00 PM  Complainant reported damage to his vehicle, which had been parked at this location. Officer responded and met with the 
complainant. Under investigation. acd.

6:09:00 PM  E911. Complaints were received about a fire alarm sounding on the second floor at this location. It was determined there was 
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03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/15/2024
no fire. Assistant chiefs from the Platteville Fire Department responded and reset the alarm system. acd.

7:04:00 PM  Complainant stated a male subject had been physically assaulting a female in a vehicle that was parked at this location. The 
complainant stated the male subject was punching the female in the stomach. When the complainant left the area, the male 
individual followed in his vehicle. Officer made contact with the complainant and another witness. After this, the female who 
was involved came to the police department and spoke with the officer, advising there had not been an assault. The male 
subject also came to the police department and spoke with the officer. It was determined this was unfounded. acd.

7:44:00 PM  Cell 911. The Grant County Sheriff's Office relayed a cell 911 open line, with no voice contact. A Prepared Live text was sent, 
and phone contact was made with an individual, who stated he was okay, and it had been a misdial. The Sergeant was advised. 
acd.

7:20:00 PM  Unknown subject placed a wallet near the front door of the police department.

8:10:00 PM  Complainant stated a friend had been attacked and bitten by a dog. Officer responded as well as Southwest Health EMS. The 
individual refused medical transport. Officer located the owner of the dog, and served a bite order. Follow up will be 
conducted. acd.

8:15:00 PM  Complainant noticed suspicious activity involving a male and female, who went into the store at this location, and left in a 
hurry when they noticed the complainant. Officer spoke with the complainant on the phone about the incident. acd.

8:52:00 PM  Complainant witnessed a hit and run accident involving a parked and unoccupied vehicle, in the lot at this location. Officer 
responded and spoke with the owner of the parked vehicle. Contact was made with the owner/driver of the offending vehicle, 
who was unaware of the collision. A DT4000 will be completed. acd.

9:53:00 PM  Complainant reported loud music, coming from the back yard at this residence. Officer responded and made contact with an 
individual, who was advised of the complaint and given a verbal warning for the noise. acd.

11:15:00 PM
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03/28/2024 04/16/2024

04/15/2024
 Southwest Health EMS conducted an ambulance transfer. IS

04/16/2024
1:47:00 AM  911 call. Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient refused transport. IS

5:23:00 AM  Complainant advised of a vehicle lockout. Officers dispatched to the location. Entry was gained with no damage. IS

6:13:00 AM  Officer conducted security checks. IS

6:49:00 AM  Complainant advised of a neighbor making excessive noise. Officer responded and spoke with the complainant. Follow uu 
was conducted and both parties were advised to be more respectful when having to make noise in the apartments. BG

7:06:00 AM  CSO performed home security checks. BG

7:13:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS responded to this location. Patient refused transport to a hospital. BG

7:45:00 AM  Subject presented to the PD to be fingerprinted. BG

Total: 529


